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George, for Example
When I ﬁrst developed a curiosity about food history, I bought a
Recipes

Upcoming Programs at the Central Library’s
Mark Taper Auditorium:

but because they were amazing.

September 10, 2016
Charles Perry
Feride Buyuran
CHSC President
kind of place where you could ﬁnd any tent under the sun and send
“Food of Azerbaijan: From the Silk Road to Today” your riﬂe barrel to be re-blued. In his books, he comes across as a likable curmudgeon
who felt the world was chockablock with phoniness and it was his humble duty to
October 8, 2016
The Los Angeles Brewers Guild panel discussion expose the truth.
In fact, he was a leading exemplar of two common delusions in pop food history:

November 12, 2016
Jeremiah Tower
“My Life as a Chef”

because there’s no way prove it wrong. It never occurred to him to seek evidence.
2) Famous dishes were always invented by famous people. This was Herter’s

December 10, 2016
TBD
History of Vietnamese Cuisine

Program Notes
Charles Perry kick-started 2016 with his January president’s talk

January 14, 2017
Charles Perry
“Middle Eastern Cuisine is 500 Years Old”

Get a
FREE book!

Spend $10 or more at our CHSC
book sale and get a free copy of the
Choice
Cuts,
the phrase “spend10freebook”
during checkout. Oﬀer good
while supplies last.

Eurasia.” Needless to say, Charles’s lecture was about as esoteric
as any Perry lecture in years, a marvel of research and enthusiasm, his trademark. Another stunning talk followed in February
when Bert Sonnenfeld reminded us in, “Global Warning: Macrowaves on Stormy Restaurant Seas” that “a waste is a terrible thing
Nancy Zaslavsky

CHSC Vice President,
Programs

food. Rabbi Deborah Prinz lectured on, “Chocolate’s Religious
On the

Rituals and Recipes to the Magic of Cacao
Andy Smith, with our second thought-provoking fast food-themed talk of the year,
Fast
Food: The Good, the Bad and the Hungry. Liz Pollock, owner of, The Cook’s Bookcase,
in Santa Cruz, CA, spoke in May about Julia Child’s books, and books and ephemera
about her, strictly from a bookseller’s point of view. Amelia Saltsman, author of, The
Seasonal Jewish Kitchen delighted us in June with her knowledge of the history of
modern cuisine with, “This is Jewish Food? Who Knew.” All of these wonderful
programs were videotaped and can be viewed on the CHSC website,
chscsite.org
As Program Chair, I would like to take this opportunity to thank our terriﬁc
Thank you, Sandeep and his team (including all new volunteers!) who provide
delicious snacks and drinks related to each program’s theme. Bravo!

